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._Philops ·Take 
Greek Letters; 
Rec.eived Soon 
Two more varsity debate 
squad n:iembers have accepted 
invitations to join the Tau 
Kappa Alpha national honor-
ary speech fraternity. Senior 
Frank Hamel, president of the 
Poland Philopedian Debate Soci-
ety!, and Richard Mennen, his . 
teammate, will be received into 
the f{avier Chapter of TKA in 
about two weeks. 
.·f }~; .. ~1~. 
Begun only last year to reward 
outstanding Musketeer debaters, 
the fraternity initiated Bob Man-
ley, Bill Glueck, and Frank Con-
neighton, grads of last June, as 
active members. Rev .. Vincent J. 
Horrigan, S.J., Philopedian Soci-
ety moderator, and the Hon. Rob· 
ert S. Marx, sponsor of the Marx· 
Xavier National Invitational De· 
bate Tournament, complement 
the present Xavin Chapter. 
After initiating these first two 
, Xavier men of this year, the fra-
ternity wilCselect other outstand-
ing members for recognition. 
The eleven Honorary Cadet Colonel candidates pictured are, top row: Angie Viale~ Mary Lou 
Broerman, Mary Anne Rawe; bottom row: Phyllis Tolwig, Janet Hughes, Barb Vaught, Joyce Schell, Pat 
Rouse, Jan Schummer, Gail Arnold, and Joan Lambers. 
Tau ' Kappa Alpha annually 
sponsors-· all types of forensic 
events throughout the country: 
TKA regional contests boast dP· 
·bating, extempore speech, ora-
tory, dramatic declamation, and 
after dinner speaking. 
Cadet's To Cavort At Annual 
Ball A·t Netherland-Hilton Hotel 
On the national level, the fra-
ternity sponsors the Grand Na-
' 
A1·rangements Set For Biggest Ball Yet In 
Both Hall Of Min·ors And Pavillion Cap1·ice 
By John VanFlandern, Neavtt Campus Editor 
The Xavier Order of Military Merit has announced it has 
thus far completed plans for the 1957 Military Ball, to be held 
Friday night, Jan. 18. The Ball will be held this year in both 
the Hall of Mirrors and the Pavillion Caprice of the Neth-
er.land-Hilton Hotel, downtown. The new ballroom set-up will 
· provide the largest and most 
unusual arrangement ever em- All ROTC cadets will attend 
ployed for the use of an off-
Mennen and Hamel campus Xavier dance. 
free, for all practical purposes, 
since cost is covered in their 
military deposits; but" all other 
students will be invited to 
attend. 
Two orchestras, one in each tior;ial Tourney which, like Xav-
ier's own Marx Tournament, ballroom, will play for the 
draws competing colleges from enormous crowd · expected to 
the entire continent. A national . attend. The balcony-room area, 
magazine keeps members in- and the seating area of the 
formed of ali TKA doings. Pavillion Caprice, 'will provide 
seating for almost 2000 people. 
Next week, the. XOMM will 
officially announce the five 
finalists · for election as 1957 
Honorary Cadet Colonel of the 
"X Regiment". The election will 
be conducted toward the end of 
this -month. ' 
A.chtung ! Ein Sehr 
Gute Seit Fur A.lie 
Members of the Heildelberg 
Glub, under the direction of Dr. 
Joseph Bourgeois, are preparing 
for their up-coming play "Der 
Zerbrochene Krug" by Heinricp 
Kleist. 
The play, a one-act . comedy, 
will be given on the ' night of 
Nov. 27, in. South Hall theatre. 
Rehersals are being held every 
Tuesday ni~ht, with special 
meetings at other times. , 
The play is being staged in 
cooperation with several young 
ladies from Our Lady of Cin-
cinnati College. They are Martha 
Halberbush, Diana Lobitz, Joyce 
Elensoi{n, Carolyn Laemmle, and 
Betty Powell. 
Those from Xavier in the cast 
include Al Toborg, a graduate 
student; seniors Jack Wild, Tom 
Werner, Joe Majors, Lou Habig; 
and junior John Shanahan. 
Lighting and set direction will 
be handled by seniors ·Wally 
Brusch and Ted ' Stoner. Dr. 
Bourgeois ·himself will take 
part in the play. 
The arrangements also provide 
a perfect set-up for the cere-
monies of the Ball which will be 
more colorful than ever this 
year. The Ball is expected to 
be at least the second largest 
formal dance of the/ Cincinnati 
Social Season. I · 
Many more details have yet 
to be worked out, but plans are 
proceeding ahead of schedule. 
Pre-Game Dance 
Set For Tonight 
A rally dance with an unusual 
theme and an unusual sponsor-
ship will find Xavier men and · 
the ladies cavortillg to the mPl-
odies of Gene Cahill's Orchestra 
in the Armory tonight. 
The pre-Louisville game dance 
Funds Gathered 
By .Senior Cl~ss 
Senior class president Tom is being jointly sponsored by 
Volle reports that conti·ibutions the Rifle Club and the Evening 
.to the October collection for the College Social Club, both of 
·senior class . gift have been whom are in need of funds to 
pledged by nearly all of the finance their activities and who 
seniors. have worked hard to prepare the 
Collections for · the gift are dance. 
in five sections, taken up month- .The 125th Anniversary Con-
ly. A collection in December has cert on Nov. 20th will be one 
been omitted so that seniors will of the special themes of the 
be able to meet Christmas occasion, the organizations an-
expenses. nounced this week. As are all 
Any·-senior who has not yet Friday ;-: night campus dances, 
been contacted and desires to the affair js stag or drag, will 
make a contribution fol'. the gift, run from eight until midnight. 
a memorial sign, may contact Standard admission is a token 
one of the class ·officers. -- fifty cents. 
Lensmeu Active; 
Mem1hers 1 Iu Dark 
Aho1it Developer 
The Camera Club is one of the 
newest clu.bs on campus. It was 
begun during the last three 
weeks of class last year. 
The club offers many services 
to the university and the stu-
dent body. Members take the 
photographs seen in The Nevis 
and the Musketeer, and also take .. 
pictures at other events, Home-
coming, for example. They plan 
to cover Family' Day and the 
other dances that are held. 
A photo-developing service is 
being set up to provide reduced 
prices for students, as · well as 
to ·provide an income for the 
club with which to purchase 
equipment. 
Dorm Council sponsored the 
club so that it could get started. 
A clubroom is ·being set up in 
the basement of Elet Hall, and 
an· Omega enlarger has been 
purchased and a print drier is on 
order. · 
At the present time there are 
approximately twelve members 
in the Camera Club. One of the 
first things on the club's pro-
gram is to teach the members 
how to develop pictures, with 
photo . contest planned in the 
future. 
The. club's president is Harold 
McBrayer; vice-president, Robert 
Shields; secretary, Clarence 
Muellman; and Robert Colpeki, 
treasurer. The main goal of the 
club is to provide service to 
the university and the students 
by taking and developing pic-
tures and providing them at 
reduced rates. Anyone wiishing 
to have photos taken or film 
developed should get in touch 
with any club member. 
NO. 7. 
Musical Celeb1·ation To 
·F eatu1·e Many Firsts 
By Fretl Schlinin& 
On Tuesday evening, Nov. 
20, history will be made at 
Xavier. At that time a con-
cert of the Cincinnati Sym-
phony Orchestra honoring the 
125th anniversary of the univer-
sity will be held. 
The concert, which wili"be held 
at 8:30 p.m. in the Fieldhouse, 
will feature many firsts in our 
nation's .history, as well as that 
of Xavier. 
The evening will mark the ini-
tial appearance of a Catholic 
priest with a symphony orchestra 
when the Rev. John H. Reinke, 
S.J., performs at the piano with 
the orchestra. Fr. Reinke will 
play selections from George 
Gershwin and will also team 
with Peter Paul Loyanich, a Xav-
ier graduate student and protege 
of Rachmaninoff. Mr. Loyanich 
will also be featured in a series 
of piano selections by Craig. 
The concert will also be the 
.world premier of a composition -
written by Felix Labunski of the 
Cincinnati College Conservatory 
of Music. The composition, en-
titled "Xavierana," was written 
by Mr. Labunski especially for 
the anniversary celebration .. It 
features a special arrangemPnt' of 
afl the Xavier songs: 
Anot~ier world premier will be 
Rev. John H. Reinke, S.J. 
the performa_nce of "Jubilemus," 
another piece especially written 
for the concert by Herbert Wottle. 
Tickets are now on sale at $1, 
$2, and $3. Student tickets can 
be purchased at the dean of men's 
office for one and two dollars. 
No Eats 
Beginning Sunday, Nov. 11, the 
South Hall snack bar wlll no 
longer be open on Sunday eve· 
nings. Lack of business ls the 
reason. 
So11hs To Stomp 
The Sophomore Class Dance 
will be held Friday, Nov. 30 at 
the Sinton ·Ballroom from 8:30 
p.m. until 12:30 p.m. Music will 
be provided by Don Lackey's 
orchestra. Tickets at $3.00 may 
be obtained from Rog Shay, ehalr· 
man, Don Barnhorst, Georce 
Haas, and Terry Lautenbach. The 
class of '59 sponsors a class dance 
annually. · 
i 
i 
; 
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Me, Too! 
The following is taken from an article which appeared in 
the Association of American Colleges Bulletin, March, 1956~­
The author is Harold C. Hunt, Under Secll'etary of Health, 
Education, and Welfare. -Ed. · 
We can take heart from our history, rather than alarm, for I am convinced that throughout more than a century of 
curricular. upheaval and change we have never lost sight of 
the precious essence of liberat training. We have on the con-
trary learned that the spirit of what we call liberal arts has 
survived in areas we had thought lost and has flourished in 
curricula we had presumed b~rren. We have learned that the 
genius of liberal studies is not to be mistaken for the form 
they take or the name they bear ... 
In short, in discovering that the spirit o·f the liberal arts 
survives destruction or change of the raiment in which that 
spirit has been clad, we have· learned the great strength of 
the liberal arts. Where we might have feared a setback in the 
struggle to liberate the mind of men, we have won a major 
victory, because we have found an arsenal of new weapons at 
our command. We have learned that if somE~ who study Latin 
are not liberally ·educated, or if some who study engineering 
are, it is not Latin or engineering that is responsible but a 
' process which can be employed or omitted in the teaching of 
either. . . . 
Liberal learning will have the material as well as the 
spiritual support of our society only· so long as it remains a 
vital and beneficial force ... We must adapt our educational 
methods and our curriculum to the needs of our society, just 
as positively and just as confidently as Thomas Jefferson did. 
We must demonstrate in a totally convincing manner that 
what we call liberal arts are the arts by which men learn to 
improve themselves and their fellows-in any culture and at._ 
any time. _ 
To do this requires a clear recognition of this single fact: 
,·that our concept of liberal arts must itself be dynamic, not 
static. 
Seconded 
This year marks the 40th anniversary of an organization 
I which has been in the forefront of a movement to foster 
good will among all youth of the world-the American Junior 
Red Cross. It was in 1917 that President Woodrow Wilson 
issued a letter inviting young people in the nation's schools 
to help others on the home front through the American Red 
Cross. . 
Today, the Junior Red Cross offers boys and girls a chance 
to serve not only their community and country by taking part 
in a variety of worthwhile programs, but it also, through 
international activities and study centers, makes it possible 
for them to become acquainted with their counterparts abroad. 
Its guiding light, its moving spirit, is the welfare of all man-
kind. 
We salute the more than 150,000 boys and girls at schools 
in the five county Cincinnati area who this month will enroll 
as active members in the American Junior Red Cross. TQgeth-
er they will provide gifts for patients at local hospitals and 
institutions, recreation and comfort items for young disaster 
victims overseas, and with the help and guidance of teacher 
sponsors, will carry on a variety of humanitarian service pro-
grams. 
Junior Red Cross is the framework into which our youth 
can pour their services to improve our community, help our 
nation and strengthen our world'. We urge the students of the 
Cincinnati area to enroll as members of the American Junior 
Red Cross. ·· / 
Lay Apostolate 
Increased emphasis has been placed of late on the role of the lay apostolate in society. Clergy and laity alike are bej?in-
ning to realize the potentialities of this untapped reserve. The 
development of the lay apostolate offers a challenge to all 
young men and women, especially college graduates. 
The devout layman, capable of penetrating every sphere 
of society, can bring Christ to a materialistic.world. He often 
can reach where the priest cannot. In business, military serv-
ice, civic and social activities, he can quietly, by word and 
deed, influence his associates. 
The college graduate interested in a more active participa-
tion in the lay apostolate now has an opportunity to participate 
in a lay missionary organization organized along the lines 
followed by women members of the International Catholic 
Auxiliaries and the Grail Organization. 
The new mission organization has three phases of opera-
tion: selection of candidates, training in theological as well 
as other studies needed for the apostolate, and placement in 
a m1ss10nary station. After returning from,a term of service 
abroad, participants are assigned positions in the United 
States to provide reasonable security. 
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. ALL'S WELL THAT 
I Letter To The Editor 
To the student 
1
body: 
A good number of the 1570 
students at Xavier University are 
walking around this campus in 
ignorance or with mistaken no-
tions of the Jesuit Sodality. May-
be a few words will help clarify 
the situation. 
The Sodality was founded by 
the Jesuits! 400 years ago, and 
was and should be the Jesuit 
Way of Life in the lay state. It 
was for 200 years, and still should 
be, primarily .a, MAN's organiza-
tion. It wasn't until the women 
began infiltrating that the Sodal-
ity started slipping. Both during 
the Protestant uprising iri the 
16th century and the Communist 
revolution in Spain in the thir-
ties it was the Sodality which 
proved a real bulwark of Cath-
olicism. 
The Sodality is NOT a group 
of sissies; NOT a small favored 
clique; NOT a high-bat band of 
intellectuals;· NOT a bolier-tban-
thou outfit. The Sodality is an 
army of MEN, not boys; mature 
men who have the common sense 
to think out this problem of life 
and then the courage of their 
·convictions to do something about 
it. ACTION, not talk, is their ob-
jective. 
Jesus Christ,God, is the center 
and· core of the Sodality. Is he 
the center of YOUR life as yet? 
Yhat have YOU done for Christ 
during the years of life He has 
given you thus far? How many 
people have you brought Christ 
to? Are you trying to live life 
WITHOUT Christ . . . and then 
wondering why you're finding it 
rough? Are you one of those men 
who 'has never really given God 
a chance in life? And how long is 
this going to go on? 
They say that the difference 
between a boy and a tnan is this: 
a man is mature enough to make 
a decision and to stick by it. ARE 
YOU A MAN? Does Xavier mean 
enough to you that you're willing 
to sacrifice some of your time 
and interest? • Does Christ mean 
enough to you that you're willing 
to make Him the center of your 
life . ,_,, now and always? 
See you Wednesday night at 
7:30 p.m. in Library 10. 
Rev. Frank·Holland, S . .J. 
BY 
CTOHN P. HALE:. Y 
Comment One-Election: 1956 Style. It was ·only a few 
minutes after eight o'clock last Tuesday evening. With the 
exception of the Far West, almost all of the polling places had 
closed their doors and began the task of counting the ballots 
which represent the voice of the United States. 
At 8: 30 one of the oldest 
American commentators, H. V. 
Kaltenborn had already made a 
statement to the effect that all 
factors seemed to point to the 
fact that Mr. Stevenson ~as in 
for a tough evening, which was 
not to far from being wrong. 
In any election there are 
many interesting points that 
may be of ·some interest. Here 
are a few; no doubt the most 
interesting fact of the whole 
election picture is that Cook 
County Chicago went to the 
GOP. This. seems to be a blow . 
to Mayor Dick Daly who was 
to have had the Windy City 
under his wing ..... Other cities 
that were formerly Dem strong-
holds namely Jersey City, Mont-
gomery, Ala. and Louisville, 
Ky. all fell to the GOP. • . . . 
Although there were only three 
men running as official candi-
dates for President, an old and 
well known figure in American 
politics, Joe Smith, received one 
vote from Sweet Water Com-. 
pany, _Wy. . . . . . Nice try Joe! 
The early returns seemed to 
show that the Republicans and 
Mr. Eise.nhower were not run-
ning as strong in the Farm Belt 
as they did in 1952, although this 
decrease was not substanial 
enough to swing these states to 
the Dems. 
Probably the closest of all the 
Senatorial races was the New 
York State race between Wagner 
and Javits. Prior to the election 
it was thought that Wagner 
would be beaten badly, but the 
race was much closer than ex-
pected. . . . . How did Univac 
vote? 
Incidentally, this is the first 
(Continued on Pase 8) 
Music Stand 
By Joe McCarthy 
The emphasis, this week, 
has · been placed on voting. 
With the elections and all 
their subsequent ballyhoo, the 
Music Stand found itself 
thinking in somewhat parallel 
terms about some other, but not 
nearly as earth-shaking, type of 
balloting that also begins this 
month. 
November is jazz poll time. 
Every year the magazines which 
boast of a select group of readers 
of one type or another (Down-
beat, Playboy, etc.), set out to 
discover their readers' tastes in 
jazz and jazz artists. Naturally, 
each publication claims to have 
the largest popularity poll ever 
conducted jazzwise. The results 
of the tallies always differ com-
pletely among one another, show-
ing that the reading /groups 
either differ remarkably from 
magazine to ,magazine in tastes 
and preferences, or else don't 
actually feel too. strongly ··one 
way or the other. 
We prefer to think that the 
latter is the more correct. This 
poll of jazz enthusiasts to decide 
the leading exponents of the art 
leaves the Music Stand almost as 
numb as a national Gallup i>oll 
on the question of the presidency. 
Both prove only to be good space 
fillers, and not very good copy 
at that. / 
Actually, the , choosing of an-
nual jazz favorites more closely 
resembles the nomination con-
vention than it does the final 
ele.ction. Let's see . why. 
Every poll features a panel of 
experts whose job· it is to put out 
a list of those worthy of being 
balloted. These experts are ·al-
ways those \vho make their living 
in jazz, such as critics and re-
cording company representatives. 
Do they feather their own nests? 
Guess. !!'his list is presented to 
the readers for their vote. These 
sheep, after a little deliberation, 
check off their choice-of-the-mo-
ment in each category, and mail 
it off satisfied that they have 
accomplished something. 
Nonsense. What they have done 
is only to authorize coliectlvely 
the plans of a small panel of ex-
perts, who knowing people to be 
predictable, could foresee the In· 
• evltable outcome in the flnt 
place. It is also possible to make 
a "deal" as far as stacklnl' the 
results of the jazz poll l'OH. A 
small concentrated block of votes 
almost guarantees succeu. 
La)t yeair's "Downbeat" poll 
was . controlled by 147 votes. 
Many jazz people make efforts 
to win these polls for publicity 
purposes, Ralph Marterie and hii 
~'Downbeat" orchestra ·for ex-
( Continued on Pace 8) 
I 
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Ten Xavier· Students Receive Radio-Television. Education At WCET Studio 
Extensive Facilities 0/ Radio-TV Arts Dept., 
Including Studio Equipment, Available To Xavier 
By Bill Poole,' NeH111 ltlanaging Editor 
Ten Xavier University st.udents are presently takinjg 
courses at the Radio-Television Arts department of the Col-
lege-Conservatory of Music. The studen.ts, who receive a minor 
in radio-television education, include: .Bob Brock, Tom Bunker, 
John Davis, Tim Fallon, Tom Fallon, Dominic Giordano, John 
Hey, 
Czar's 
Comrade!- This One 
Daughter Subj~et 
Got Aw~y; 
Of OLC Play 
Kelly, Dixie McBrayer, Bill \ 
Xavier Students Join In 
Production Held Nov. 18 
Intrigue will be the keynote 
when the Edgecliff Players, 
assisted by students from Xavier 
University, present Anastasia, a 
drama in three acts, on Novem-
ber 18 at 8: 15 p.m. in the college 
auditorium. 
Pople, and Tom Wood. 
In this course, the student 
registers at Xavier and takes 
liis requirements- and maj11r 
work here. In his junior and 
senior year he goes to the radio-
television · arts department for 
his 18 semester hours in the 
field of radio-television educa-
tion. The Bachelor of Science 
Degree is awarded to him at 
Xavier. 
Dr. Link Directs 
Dr. Joseph E. Link, Jr., acting 
chairman, department of eco- '· 
nomics, is 'the director of the 
radio-television arts department. 
He originated the first Xavier 
Presents . TV series for both 
radio and television on WCPO, 
WKRC, and WCPO-TV. Dr. 
Link, formerly organist and 
pianist for numerous programs 
on CBS and NBC, produced 
Chevrolet "Hi Time" series 
(WCPO-TV) for Paul Dixon. 
A World War II veteran, he 
was formerly editor of Stars 
and Stripes, European editions 
(1944-46) , and was with the 
Armed Forces Network, Lon-
don. More recently, he was 
Public Affairs Attache, American 
Embassy, Pusan, Korea. For two 
years he was in charge of the 
Voice of America for Asia. 
Among the well-known radio 
and television personalities on 
the faculty of the radio-televi-
sion arts .department are Cliff 
Baker, Dick Baker, Cecil Hale, 
Pat Boisseau, Uberto Neely,· 
J ·a m e s Leonard, Sis Camp, 
Charles Vaughan, Ralph Vines, 
Abe Cowan/ Dean Miller, Bud 
Chase, .and many others. 
WCET 
A Master of Education Degree 
in Communication Arts, awarded. 
at Xavier, is also offered by the 
College of Music. This degree is 
intended for the student who 
has had considerable unpergrad-
uate work in radio-television 
arts and who wants to go into 
the field of specialized work. 
For this degree, 18 graduate 
hours are taken at Xavier and 
12 graduate hours are taken at 
the College-Conservatory. Stu-
dents interested in school publi-
cations, public1 relations, and the general communication arts field 
may take courses which will make 
such concentration possible. 
Available to students for lab- · 
oratory credit work is Cincin-
nati's educational television sta-
tion, WCET, channel 48. Over 
$200,000 is invested in the best 
and latest of television equip-
ment, air conditioning, and radio 
equipment. WCET is one of the 
few educational stations in 
America which permits its stu-
dents to handle the actual equip-
ment from the beginning of their 
training. Uberto T. Neely is the 
general manager of the station. 
Lar1e Choice 
In addition students operate 
WCCM, ·a closed-'circuit radio 
station. Students direct every 
phase of the station's operation. 
.. A large variety of credit 
courses are available to Xavier 
students. The following are 
among courses now offered: 
history and principles of radio-
television, TV· survey, principles 
of radio programming, radio 
studio participation, radio st~­
tion operation, TV studio, TV 
station operation, principles of , 
continuity writing, commerical 
continwty writina, dramatic 
) 
Dr. Link 
writing, news reporting, speech, 
announcing, newscasting, sports-
casting, public speaking, TV 
production, T-V directing, TV 
set design and color, TV film 
programming and editing, public 
service telecasting, TV produc-
tion and direction, audio equip-
ment, video equipment, advanced 
video, principles of communica-
tion, principles of dramatics, 
radio-TV acting technique, TV 
artistic technique, stage-TV 
makeup, Shakespeare workshop, 
theatre workshop, motion pic-
ture production, educational tele-
vision, radio-TV law, radio-TV 
sales & promotion, me technique, 
modern ballroom dancing. Varied 
modern music classes are pri-
vately taught. 
Catalogue 
Anyone desiring a catalogue 
or further information should 
write, call, or 1 visit the College-
Conservatory of Music, Down-
town Campus, Radio-Television 
Arts department, 1228 Elm Strei>t, 
Cincinnati 10, Ohio. Registration 
for the second semester will be 
held on Feb. 4 and 5. Classes 
begin Feb. 6. 'Certain courses are 
offered in both the day and 
evening. 
IT'S FOR REALI 
Adapted by Guy Bolton from 
the original work by Marcelle 
Maurette, the ·play recently 
appeared on Broadway and is 
soon to be released as a movie. 
The story deals with the 
youngest daughter of the Rus-
sian Czar, Nicholas II. Anastasia's 
sudden reappearance after she 
was thought to have been mur-
dered with the rest of the royal 
family constitutes the mystery 
of the drama. 
Staring roles are being played 
by Mary Jeanne Grunkemeyer, 
Anastasia; Agnes Cloud, the· 
dowager empress; Michael- Dzik, 
Prince Bounine; Conrad .Dona-
kowski, Chernov; and Stanley 
Seifried, Prince Paul. 
Su'pporting roles are being 
played by: Elizabeth Gleason, 
Sandra Ferzacca, Theresa Sta-
vale, Ton:i Eckstein, Jim Perry, 
Barbara Morrissey, V i r g in i a 
Diana and James McElwain. 
Joan Bennett, a senior speech 
major, will assist in the direc-
tion of the play. 
Tickets are available at O.L.C. 
Donation is $1.00. 
Eh, Post Posters 
For Concert; Pal? 
Students are asked ·to aid in 
the distribution of posters adver-
tising the 125th Anniversary 
Concert. They can be placed in 
stores and shops in the various 
neighborhoods. 
Students can pick up the 
posters in the Student Activities 
Headquarters. 
The posters are colorful, de-
signed by the Frank Hulefeld 
Associates, a Cincinnati art 
studio. 
by Chester Fie~d 
She looked in the mirror to see if she 
Was still the girl she used to be 
••• Miss Sanitation '53. 
That was the day she reigned supreme. 
That was the day they made her queen 
of sanitation-and sewers, too! . 
The happiest day she ever knew! 
"Life," she sighed, "is !)ever the same 
After a girl has kno\Vn real fame; 
After a girl has been like me 
. • • Miss Sanitation '53." 
MOIALI Once you've known t~ real 
pleasure of a real smoke, no pale 
substitute will do. Take your pleasure bis! 
Smoke Chesterfield. Enjoy big full 
flavor ••• big satisfaction. Packed 
more smoothly by Accu•ltlY, it'• 
the 1111ooth•lt hlltln• llltoke ~I 
.... Ice for !Bl ••• IMelce Clle1tertleWI 
·• 
Anastasia (Mary Jane Grunkemeyer) remains unmoved in spite 
of the pleas of Prince Bounine (Mike Dzik). 
Ban"1· Off To Falls City Tomorroiv; 
Maringer Celebrates Anniversary 
Last Wednesday, the March-
ing Musketeer band celebrated 
the eleventh anniversary of its 
director, Mr. Gilbert T. Maringer. 
The band presented him with a 
gift certificate and a large 
decorated cake baked especially 
for the occasion. Mr. Maringer 
also received many calll!, tele-
grams, and letters of congratula-
tions. 
planning on making the trip to 
Louisville tomorrow. Many long 
hours have been spent during 
the last week in preparation for 
the trip. The bandsmen making 
the trip plan to equal or to excel 
their past performances. 
A portion of the ·band is 
They will be spending their 
own money in making this Louis-
ville trip. This will be their only 
trip out-of-town to cheer the 
team on to victory. 
Two Mighty Good Men To Know 
20 Years Experience 
MUFFLERS · 
CAR-LIFE 
GUARANTEE 
· INSTALLED FREE 
BRAKES 
RELINED 
$17.50 
AND UP 
M U F F L E R M A N - THE - B RA K E M A N 
3858 Montgomery Rd. (Norwood) ME 1-6832 
Dual Exhaust Systems - Sold Installed 
Everybody Picked On J. Paul Sheedy* Till 
Wildroot Cream-Oil Gave Him Confidence 
' 
"What'• thll I hear a vulture breaking up wich your girl?" asked Sheedy'• 
roommace. '·'I don't know," wailed J. Paul, "She gave me back my diamond 
wing and cold me to hawk it. Whatmakeshercarri·on so?" "Beclawsyour 
hair's a mess," said his roomie. "If feather a guy needed 
Wildroot Cream-Oil, it's you." So Sheedy went co the 
store and pecked up a bottle. Now he's flying high with 
his tweetie again, beakause his, hair looks handsome and 
healthy, the way Nature intended. Neat but not greasy. 
Wildroot contains Lanolin, Nature's finest hair and scalp 
conditioner. So don't you stick your neck out taking 
chances with me11y hair. Get a bottle or handy tube of 
Wildroot Cream-Oil the nest time you're at the score.The• 
girl1'1l 1oon be c.aloa you what a handsome bird you air I 
_ ..,_, 
IANOUN 
*of UJ So. H11rri1 Hill Rd., Willi1"r11t1ill11 N. Y. ~----i "°11911111 ..,. 
IL-~=~ ••~"1 •'1111 
w1io1oot "'~ .. ~ ...:=., Wlldroot Cream-Oii 
give• you confidence 
\ 
\ 
··~l 
" !' 
'• I 
. :1 ............. . 
\ 
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TH r e E N c H WA·R M E R Muskies Face Cardinals In Louisville Satt 
By JJlel Brennan , 
When The One Great Scorer Comes To Write Against 
Your Name-
UL Has St1·011gest Pass Defense X Has. Faced; 
Game To Be Televised By WCPO Beginning 9 p.rn. 
Tomorrow evening, Xavier's Musketeers jour~ey into the 
Blue Grass country to the city of Louisville, resolute that just 
as last year Leonard "Long Gone" Lyles will be stopped. 
Naptowners Down Four 
He Marks-Not That You Won Or Lost-But How 
You Played The Game. Take Undisputed Leagut 
Variously described as "The Fastest Man. in Football," 
Sportsmanship has always been something someone spoke "A Football Team Within. a Football Team," and "Lightning . 
-Grantland Rice The Four Studs must finally 
understand just how the Cleve-
land Indians really feel. For the 
nth time in two years the Nap-
Town 300 relegated them to the 
role of bridesmaids as they ran 
roughshod in a series sweep. If 
an individual can be singled out 
in the Indiana boys' conquest, 
it ought to be one Joe Farrell. 
Always the man in the clutch, 
Joe rolled a 185 in the middle 
game win, then, in the final 
frame of the finale, picked-up 
a 9-10 split to help in a five pin 
win. 
of, but a quality soon forgotten on the playing field in the heat Leonard," Lyles is a character too. 
of battle. Last week's game against Colorado A&M certainly fabulous for reality, Operating 
doesn't fall in this category. It was truly one of .the ~leanest from the left halfback slot the 
football games I have had the privilege to witness. Combined, Cardinal speedster has scored six 
both teams were penalized a total of only 46 yards, and except ·' times this season and averaged 
for one 15-yard clipping penalty, these were for nothing more close to seven yards per carry. 
than delay of game, off-sides, or backfield in motion. All this despite the fact that for 
The contest was characterized by good, clean football with two games he ~ode the wood with 
an occasional laugh thrown in. The first half would certainly an injured ankle. 
back-up the statement of good football from at least the Mus- But perish· the thought that his 
kies' standpoint. They racked-up 116 yards on the g:round for accomplishments end here! FivP 
the finest performance since. early in the season. Another 95 
yards were added to this total through the air. While the 
offense was putting on this display of power, the defense was 
doing a "fair" job themselves. All they did was to hold the 
Aggies to a puny combination of 25 yards and just three of 
these were on the ground. 
The last 45 seconds will stand out as some of the most 
humorous ever witnessed in Xavier history. It will be some-
time before anyone forgets Denny Davis on the receiving end 
of a Roger Bertoia aerial. And who can .forget Co-Captain Bill 
McCloskey and Bob Konkoly hobbling onto· the field for their 
last home appearance. They were in for one play, but I'll 
bet it will be one play of whiCh they will hold fond memories. 
It was on this play that the Aggies showed what fine 
sportsmen they are. Seeing that both "Mac" and "Konks" were 
without pads, Center Bob Weber hold his A&M teammates, 
"If one of 'you guys lays a hand on those two fellows, I'll break 
your neck, and I mean it." This, in my OJ?h1.~on~ is true .J\mer-
ican sportsmanship through one of America s fmest mediums, 
that of intercollegiate competition. 
Up-field, Down-field, and Off-the-field-Rumor has it that 
both Bob Young and Jim Bushell have received feelers from 
. a couple of the pro teams although both are only juniors. · 
Couldn't happen to two nicer guys, don't you think? ... X'.lv-
ier's pass offense will get its toughest test :tomorrow evenmg 
in Louisville. So far this season, the Cardmals have allowed 
only one TD pass to be completed via the airlanes . : . Roger 
Bertoia, shutout in only the UC game, added TD-pass number 
7 in the first quarter, and his 132 yards moved him to within 
219 yards of Bob Finnell's season mark of 1021 . . . Freddy 
Glick, who came into the game in the last half for Colorado, 
is the younger brother of Gary, number one choice in the pro 
football draft. · 
WILDCATS EDGE XAVIER; 
TIES FOR' LEAGUE LEAD 
"William Randolph Hearst Tro-
phy" match which the Xavier 
team will fire o~~r a period of 
time under strictest regulations. 
The prizes in the match are 
among the most coveted trophies 
in this part of the United States. 
The history of this match dates 
back for many years, Xavier 
having completed in and come 
very close to winning the last 
several. 
Semifinals Begin 
Terry Meyer 
X's Leading Scorer 
times he has run the hundred in 
9.6 seconds, 10 times at 9.7, and . 
once with full equipment at 9.9. 
For the past two years he has 
been the top scorer in the state 
of Kentucky, tallying 44 points 
as a f.reshman and . 84 as a soph. 
Ground Game Potent 
He and his· partner in crime, 
fellow halfback George "Thun-
der" Cain, have been chiefly re-
sponsible for the Cardinals' 5-
win-2-loss reeord. A squad that 
relies for the most part on its 
jet-powered ground attack~ Lou-
isville has claimed victories over 
Toledo (27-12), Evansville (41· 
13), Murray State (7-6), More-
head State (19-7), and Ohio U. 
(25-19). The losses, inflicted by 
Dayton (7-6) and Kent State (7-
0), number but two. 
In addition to Lyles and Cain, 
the ·backfield sports freshman 
Ken Porco at fullback, a high 
school tailback famed for his 
land and air abilities, and quar-
terback Bob Williams, a 6-2,. 190-
pound sophomore .. 
Another Unitas 
A ·frequent complaint emanat-
ing frc:im the home of the Ken-
tucky Derby is that injuries have 
bad~bounced the Cardinals .. onto 
a position of thin ice. If so, the 
Muskies must virtually be stand-
ing on water. Against A&M, sec-
ond-stringers, Myron Kilgore and 
Joe Polich were\ added to the 
crippled list, further depleting 
the small X squad. That is, if 
such depletion is possible. 
N.I.T. For Musketeers In 1957? 
Coaches, Fans Hope So 
By Bob Novak "They are the boys who will 
"Only three weeks left until make or break this year's squad," 
the opener against St. Joe's" is Wulk comments. "However, right 
now, they're not just ready." the thought most present to the 
mind of Coach Ned Wulk as he Jim_ ~uthoff, Hank Stein, a~d 
watches, many new, •some old, , Joe _Viviano were the three mam 
faces bobbing down the court. scoring 
1
cogs that tur.ned_ t.he 
Among the five returning let- freshmen s .u~precede~ted v1c-
termen is Xavier's little All- tory wheel. Jim Dentmger was 
American guard and captain, their cool pl~y maker. And 
Jimmy Boothe. Chances are that forward . Cornie Freeman led 
if he equals his last year's per- the scormg column before he 
formance he will hold down his became ine_!igible. All these and 
old positlon. ma?y more a~e the sophom?res 
which are trymg to break mto 
Another senior, Franny Stahl, the varsity rank. 
play~d a, lot of ball last season In regard to this year's sched-
and is a good pro~p.ect for the ule, Coach Ned stated that it's 
other g~ard pos1t10n. Frank about as rough as last year's. 
Tartaron 1s back a?~ threatens The critical point, as he points 
to outdo all co~petltion at cen- out, will be near the end of the 
ter. John Albrmck and Tony season when the Muskies meet 
Olberding wil~ add their thr~e Cincinnati, Louisville, and Day-
years of experience to Tartaron s ton right in a row. . 
flank at forwards. The only team cut from last 
Although the seniors are start- year's schedule is Eastern Ken-
ing in the scrimmages, Coach tucky. And , Louisville appears 
Ned definitely states that· all only once on the schedule com-
the positions are open. "Nothing pared to twice last season .. On 
is tied up yet," ·he said. "How the road the team will stop at 
about the sophomores, last year's New York & Chicago, Louisiana 
undefeated freshman squaa?" & Philadelphia. 
VARSITY ROSTER / .. 
NAME Pos. Hgt. Year High School 
1. John Albrinck ........ F 6' 6" 4 Roger Bacon 
2. Jim Boothe .............. G 5' 7" 4 Dayton, Kentucky 
.3 Stu Courchaine ...... C 6' 8)' 3 Kimberly, Wis. 
4. Jim Dentinger ........ G '6' 3" 3 . St. Xavier, Louisville 
5. Cornie Freeman ...... F 6' 5" 2 DePorres 
6. Tony Olberding ...... F 6' 5" 3 St. Xavier, Cin. 
7. Bob Pohlgeers ........ C 6' 7" · 2 Newport Catholic 
8. Jim Puthoff .............. F · 6' 3" 2 Purcell 
9. Franny Stahl .......... - G 5' IO" 4 St. Patrickl Maysville 
The Xavier Rifle Team soundly 
whipped Dayton and Miami, 
but was edged by a strong 
Kentucky Team in a hard:..shot 
four-way match at the UK range 
last Saturday. The match puts 
Xavier and Kentucky in a tie 
for the lead in the race for the 
Ohio-Kentucky ROTC League 
Trophy. High man in Saturday's 
match was sophomore Chuck 
Moorman who came up with a 
surprising 380 out of 400. The 
match was fired just in the 
prone and kneeling positions. 
The odds favor Xavier to bound 
back· into the lead in the next 
league match, half of which will 
be fired from the standing 
position, hardest of all the var-
ious positions in match competi-
tion. 
The semi-finals ·of the Intra-
mural foot:baJI tourney begin 
this c9ming Monday when tile 
Wildcats 'meet the Gophers. The 
next day, the Wolverines of 
Brockman Hall meet the Chiefs. 
Outstanding linemen include 
stocky Gil Sturtzel at right 
guard; Andy Walker, a junior 
center best known as a crushing 
linebacker, at the pivot spot; 
tackle Joe Unitas, a cousin of 
former Louisville quarterback 
great John Unitas; and Ed Young,· 
a big end who just last week 
against Dayton combined with 
quarterback Williams on a 65-
yard pass play to· register the 
Southerners' only score. 
10. Hank Stein ............. : G 6' 1" 2 Flaget, Louisville 
' 11. Frank Tartaron ...... C 6' 6" 3 St. Nor. D~Pere, Wis. 
12. Ray Tomlin .............. G 5' 11" 4 Lockland Wayne 
Club Moderator, Major A. C. 
J erney has received the targets 
for the special Army-area wide 
The Wolverines, rate a slight 
favorite to· annex the crown. 
Leading the Brockman group is 
George Smith, Lou Taglia, Joe 
Sida, and Jim Hoeing. 
NOW THE FAMOUS GONDOLA SANDWICH 
AS MENTIONED IN POST 
@~[!)ffi(J' 
""1lae No•lnt Sanclwldl 
ef 1'hnl All'" 
m 0011'1 PIZZI PIEi 
4' 'IMJa' You•it R•nwmhr 
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LANDEN, LTD. 
606 J'ine St • 
PArkwa11·7NI 
13. Joe Viviano .............. F 6' 4" 2 St. Xavier, Louisville 
14. Jerry ~essels .......... G 5' 10" 2 Dayton Chamende 
. . . 
· ~ ~ ~: v•u ;''~:!tt! 1)' (ID~ IAA · 
. ~ ~ . 
". ::~u ... any time you have 
,:?"'1 
-
a question about what goes with 
what. Although our expert advice 
'costs you nothing, it 
can be invaluable In 
~elping you to look 
your best when loo1cin9 
you1 best ia importann 
Mahley & Carew 
TWO FINE STORES 
Carew Tower • Western Hills Plaza 
In their coope 
Joe Sida and Geor1 
465 and 496 re 
insure th~ wins. F 
who were never d 
Dusablon had a 5 
sistent set of 174 
The Hilltoppers J 
way into second p 
the Studs as they 
the Gin Bottle Fou 
games. Arrie Delro: 
from a dismal st: 
510 set opped by a 
to pace the wint 
by Willy Brenc's 
clutch spares of Di 
and Ted Sudinsky, 
took game one an 
total of 20 pins. Ii 
game the Gin Love 
pins. Only Ed S~ 
sum kept the fad. 
in the set. 
The KingPin Fou 
notch in the stan1 
the Studs and Top 
took the odd game 
with the Clan. Bil 
the winners' assa 
420 on. · tw9. closi11 
152-148 behind a 
while Bill Malone, l: 
spark in a dying 
team with a fine 42 
Miller supplied a be 
as he tossed succe. 
games two arid tll 
KingPinners. 
Tiie Standings: 
Team 
Naptown 300 ... ~ ........ . 
Four Studs· .............. . 
Hilltoppers .............. . 
KingPiri Four ........ . 
Gin Bottle Four ...... . 
The Clan .................. .. 
,ff I 
Di 
&I ....... 
'I 
. __ __....._ ...... _, __ ..,,,_._,,, __ ., .. ______ , __ .. ~ ..... 
\ 
.ouisville Saturday 
vners Down Four Studs; 
Undisputed League ~ead 
.tuds must finally 
;t how the Cleve-
eally feel. For the 
vo years the Nap-
gated them to the 
naids as they ran 
a series sweep. If 
~an be singled out 
a boys' conquest, 
! one Joe Farrell. 
tan in the clutch, 
L85 in the middle 
ten, in the final 
finale, picked-up 
help in a five pin 
rn 1957? 
flope So 
e boys who will 
this year's squad," 
.;;. "However, right 
ot just ready." 
Hank Stein, and 
~re the three main 
that turned the 
tprecedented · vic-
m Dentinger was 
lay maker. And 
ie Freeman led 
olumn before he 
:>le. All these and 
e the sophomores 
ing to break into 
lk. 
this year's sched-
cl stated that it's 
:h as last year's. 
>int, as he points 
·ar the end of the 
~he Muskies meet 
tisville, and Day-
row .. 
In their cooperative effort, 
Joe Sida and George Smith shot 
465 and 496 respectively to 
insure th~ wins. For the losers, 
who were never despirited, Jim 
Dusablon had a 511 on a con-
sistent set of 174-166-171. 
The Hilltoppers powered their 
way into second place tie with 
the Studs as they outdistanced 
the Gin Bottle Four in all three 
games. Arrie Delrose, recovering 
from a dismal start, threw a 
510 set opped by a 201 ~ingleton 
to pace the winners. Abetted 
by Willy Brenc's 446 and the 
clutch spares of Dennis Delrose 
and Ted Sudinsky, the Toppers 
took game one and two by a 
total of 20 pins. In the closing· 
game the Gin Lovers lost by 87 
pins. Only Ed Sajewski's 424 
sum kept the fading foursome 
in the set. 
The KingPin Four advanced a 
notch in the standings behind 
the Studs and Toppers as they 
took the odd game in their set 
with the Clan. Bill Board led 
the winners' assault with a 
420 on. tw9. closing games of 
152-148 behind a poor opener 
while Bill Malone, lately the sole 
spark in a dying fire, led his 
team with a fine 420 effort. Jim 
Miller supplied a bowling oddity 
as he tossed successive 99's in 
games two and three for the 
KingPinners. 
The Standings: 
Team 
Naptown 300 .............. .. 
Four Studs ................. . 
Hilltoppers ................. . 
KingPin Four .......... .. 
Gin Bottle Four ......... . 
The Clan ..................... . 
Won Lost 
13 5 
10 8 
10 8 
8 10 
7 11 
6 12 
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MONAIIAN ENDS 
CAREER AGAINST Xavier Wins lntersectional Game 
KENTUCKY CATS. Strollg First Hal/ Spells Doom To Colorado A&M; 
Polich fell on the ball at the 
eight, and the officials awarded 
the ball to the Muskies, much to 
the surprise of Ram mentor Don 
Mullison, who appealed that an 
incomplete pass should have been 
ruled. Terry Meyer took advan-
tage of the situation by slamming 
into the end zone on the next 
play. Young again converted, 
giving X a 20-0 lead at the half. 
-By Gordon Crawford 
When the official's gun cracks 
through the autumn air at 
Kentucky's Stoll Field next Sat-
urday, Bob Monahan will have 
completed his fourth season of 
football at Xavier. 
A four letterman in his high 
school days, Bob has continued 
Bob Monahan 
his athletic exploits as a quiet, 
affable, well-liked member of 
Xavier's eleven. A tackle in ·high 
school at Pitcairn, Pa., where he 
was a teammate of co-captain 
Bill McCloskey, he was to cen-
ter at Xavier where he lettered 
in the '53 and '54 seasons. ' 
Last season, Bob had to sit on 
the sidelines with a torn carti-
lage and ligament. But this year 
he is back in harness again, mak-
ing his final home appearance 
last Saturday against Colorado 
A & M along with ten other 
seniors. 
Bob captained his high school 
squad at Pitcairn and won All-
Valley and All-Section honors. 
Teammate Bill Mccloskey :(.ol-
lowed Bob as captain of team.' 
During his seasons at Xavi1>r, 
Bob came up against Chatta-
nooga's Dick Onensky, a 5'-10", 
Connolly Calls 27-14 Victory A. Fine Team Effort 
A great team effort, standout running by Terry Meyer, 
Faust Coyle, Terry Malone, and the fine quarterbacking of 
Roger Bertoia and Ralph Lane combined to lead Xavier to a 
27-14 win over the Colorado A & M Rams. All eleven seniors, 
including injured backs Bob Konkoly and Bill McCloskey, X 
co-captain, saw action in the con-
test. Pre-game weights had the 
lines even at 198 lbs., and the 
Muskie backfield out-weighed by 
nearly twenty pounds, 187-169. 
Speed Counts 
Weights made little difference 
in the story, as the Muskies out-
sped Colorado all afternoon. 
Xavier backs hit the openings at 
just the right times, while Aggie 
runners hit nothing but stone 
walls. Although the Rams' pass-
ing percentage was better, they 
were not as effective as the Mus-
kie aerial attack unleashed by 
Bertoia and Lane. Aggie QB 
Jerry Callahan uncorked two TD 
tosses, but these were easily 
matched by the overall attack of 
the Xavier men. 
Boasting one of the best punt-
ing units in the nation, the Aggies 
quickly showed why, when Lar-
ry Barnes boomed a kick from his 
own 48 to the X 15. With Meyer 
and Malone carrying the load, 
Xavier powered out to the 49. 
Bertoia then hit Bob Young at 
the A&M 15, and with a key 
block by Steve Junker, Young 
went all the way. Bob missed the 
conversion attempt. 
Meyer Scores 
After an exchange of punts, 
the Muskies took over at the 
225 lb. ball of fire and Stev.e 
Eisenhower of Quantico, former 
All-American from Navy. He 
rates these "boys'' mighty iough. 
He also selects . the Quantico 
team as the best he has met. . 
Bob, majoring in business 
administration, is 6'-2", 198 lbs. 
A&M 35 when Lane intercPpted 
Freddy Glick's pass. Coy 1 e 
slammed for 13 yards to the nine, 
and a first down; but the Aggie 
defense --~olstered and stopped 
Coyle's fourth down bid at the 
six inch line. Barnes then boomed 
another beauty, carrying from 
the four out to midfield. After 
Tom Riley plowed to the 40, Ber-
toia found . ·:Junker wandering 
alone at the five and hit him at 
that point. Steve fell to the four 
as the period ended. Three plays 
later, Meyer cracked over from 
the one, and Young added the 
Aggies Score 
Colorado got its first break at 
~he outset of the second half, 
when Meyer fumbled the opening 
kick at the 31, with Wayne Wal-
ter recovering for the visitors. 
Three plays later, Callahan tossed 
a TD strike to Ron Mcclary from 
22 yards out, Mcclary adding the 
PAT. 
After an exchange ot' punts, 
fumbles, and interceptions, A&M 
began to move from the 32, and 
scored from 49 yards out when 
conversion. Callahan flipped to Walter for 
Exchange Interceptions the TD, with McClary again con-
The Aggies' attack stalled and verting. Tom Krebs went 23 
after Meyer returned a Ram punt yards on a Lane pass behind Dick 
to the A&M 45, Riley swept for Bachman's key block to wrap up 
ten behind Malone and Phil Mag- the scoring. Krebs converted. 
llano. Bertoia then tried his hand, Dominate Statistics 
but on successive plays was The Muskies ·dominatPd the 
nailed for an eleven yard loss, statistics, rushing for about 330 
and had Charlie Sehlke intercept yards compared to a rough 200 
at the Aggie 25. Sehlke returned for the losers. Passing yardage 
to the 38, but the attack stalled was overwhelmingly in Xavier's 
at the 50, and Malone avenged favor. X also recovered three 
the interception with one of his fumbles to one for the Rams. The 
own at the Muskie 23, picking up Aggies led in two departments, 
a block from Young and eoming punting and interceptions._ They 
out to the 35. snagged four aerials to three for 
Muskies Stopped Xavier, and maintained their 
position in national punting with The Muskies stalled at the A&M 43 b L , k' k six. boots averaging well over 45 , · ut ane s ic was - yards apiece 
covered by Xavier end John Sil- · 
vati, who allowed the ·ball to roll ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
to the one yard line. Instead of B1umring'1 Ph1rm1cr 
playing it safe, Poe Corn, Aggie The Dnig Store Cloaelt To 
QB, tried to pass his way out of 
trouble. He hit Earle Goodnight ~avier Universitv 
on the. 15, but was hit hard try- 1618 Montgomer1 Road 
ing to throw a second time. Joe MEl~ose 1-3708 im cut from last 
! is Eastern Ken-
.ouisville appears 
.he schedule com-
~ last season.. On 
team will stop at 
~hicago, Louisiana 
,ffAVE A REAL CIGAREDE ... lttw 
/ 
:h School 
Bacon 
i, Kentucky 
1rly, Wis. 
lvier, Louisville 
res 
vier, Cin. 
Id Catholic 
I 
trickl Maysville 
, Louisville 
r. D~Pere, Wis. 
nd Wayne 
1vier, Louisville 
a Chamende 
you have 
~oes with 
ert advice 
llZG 
' 
' 
Discover the difference between "just smoking" and _Calllels! 
You'll find Ca1nets taste richer, fuller, more 
deeply satisfying. The exclusive Camel blend 
of quality tobaccos brings you smooth smoking. 
You're sure to enjoy Camels; the most ' 
popular cigarette today. They've really got it! 
-,... 
. --· --------------· "I 
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Student Council Committee Gives Homecoming Report 
Sajewski Calls l\'leeting To Examine Recent 
Problems Ancl To Pro1JOse Rec0111me11dations mentioned some of the ideas he had in mind. He suggested the 
future use oL-durable, reusable 
signs designed for the light tow-
ers. Paul Williams was com-
mended for his fine job and un-
tiring effort on th<> float parade. 
' 
only with bottle beer' sold sepa-
rately. ' 
als, at a future date. 
Chairman Sajewski praised the 
excellent work done on the Com-
munion breakfast and recom-
mended that it be encouraged in 
the future to the extent that it 
becomes a real part of Homecom-
ing celebration. 
A committee of Student Council recently scrutinized pro· 
ceedings of the 1956 Homecoming. This committee will make 
re~ommendations as to the methods of 'improving future 
dances. Members include Eel Sajewski, chairman, Tim Garry, 
Bill Sena, Terry Lautenbach, Tom Frank, Bill Douthitt, social 
.Refreshments 
2. Ticket (probably $4.00) all-
inclusi've using draft beer. 
3. Ticket (probably $3.00) same 
as first proposal except selling 
draft beer (perhaps by the pitch-
er) . 
chairmen, and Austin Luckett, 
Homecoming chairman. Recom-
mendations arc still forthcoming, 
but the following is a report of 
the preliminary meeting as . re-
corded by Bill Sena, junior class 
president. -Ed. 
Austin Luckett reported on 
seating arrangement. Ta bl e s, 
table reservations, and capacity 
were discussed. Pros and cons of 
present '56 dance seating were 
considered. Present plan was 
good, but not as definite as it 
should have been. Recommenda-
tions were made by the commit-
tee. 
Decorations 
The problem of complimen-
tary tickets was discussed briefly 
and recommendations were made 
by the committee. 
The decorations for the dance, 
particularly the Armory, . were 
praised by the committee. Most 
members commented that the 
over-all student op1mon was 
more than favorable. Jerry 
Welsch, decorations chairman, 
was thanked. Luckett presented 
some new "better than ever" 
ideas for the '57 Homecoming. 
The next general topic of dis-
cussion was the orchestra. Prior 
to any Council comments, Austin 
reported that things were not set 
up the way they were planned. 
He then elaborated on the orig-
inal plans and on the points of 
experience gained from the or-
chestra set up. Chris Christensen 
was praised for a firie perfor-
mance. The two band arrange-
Music - Stand 
(Continued from Page ZJ 
ample. For a short-lived period, 
fame can be had. If anyone is 
interested in buying enough 
magazines to stuff one jazz poll, 
let the "Stand" know. We have 
some names we would just lqve 
to publicize. 
* * * 
The Cincinnati Syn;phony, this 
afternoon and tomorrow night, 
presents the Dutch concert artist 
and composer, Cor de Groot for 
the first time in Cincinnati and 
the United States. The master 
pianist came to Cincinnati this 
week from Amsterdam, where he 
solos regularly with the Concert• 
gebouw, for his American debut. 
Coinciding with his presenta-
tion by our orchestra, will be the 
United States premier of the 
latest musical work of the ven-
erable composer, Ernest Bloch ... 
Symphony in EcFlat. Together, 
the debut of artist and composi-
tion should make this fifth con-
cert fine fare. 
Thor Johnson's program, in 
addition to Bloch, includes the 
opener, Weber's Overture to the 
Opera "Abu Hassan"; Preludes 
from Acts 1 and 3 of the Wagner 
Opera "Lohngrin"; and Beetho-
ven's Concerto No. 5 in E-Flat 
for Piano and Orchestra, Opus 73 
("Emperor"). TMs provides the 
forte for Mr. de Groot. 
·~•1-.u-11.-11-11.-.11-•1-11-11-11-.u_, 
CHICO'S 
ITALIAN AND AMERICAN 
FOOD 
2 Minutes From Xavier 
3632 MONTGOMERY RD. 
(One Block South of Dana) 
JEfferson 1·9366 
Sajewski and Douthitt 
ment was. praised by all and 
appears to be the temporary solu-
tion to increased attendance. 
Stadium 
The stadium decorations and 
float parade were next consid-
ered, following the lengthy dis-
cussion on the orchestra. Tim 
Garry commented that the sta-
dium looked better than he had 
ever seen it before. New and dif-
ferent construction ideas were 
proposed for next year. Austin 
The next topic of discussion 
was the difficult problem of re-
freshments, especially as con-
nected with the price of admis-
sion. Tim Garry presented rough 
figures. For the amount allotted 
for refreshments, most agreed,· 
the students did not get enough. 
A discussion of the merits of 
bottle beer and tap beer ensued. 
Austin Luckett explained why 
things with regard to beer were 
not what he had pl~nned. Chair-
man Sajewski commented didac-
tically· that beer is beer; Although 
not in a pre-ordered manner, 
every member of the committee 
gave his views. All agreed on a 
cut in price. 
Pitchers, more taps, larger 
cups, and miscellaneous bal' and 
beer statistics were presented. 
The committee agreed on three 
alternatives: 
1. Ticket (probably $3.00) in-
cluding potato chips and pretzels 
The problem was tabled tem-
porarily and will be resolved 
with regard to committee recom-
mendations, aided by profession-
The committee meeting ad-
journed and will meet again at 
the chairman's discretion and 
direction. 
============== 
Too Important To Forget-
The tremendous value of milk as a natural 
energy restoring food makes it an essential 
in every st,udent's diet. 
ff. MILLER DAIRY CO., INC. 
656 East McMillan WOodburn 1-2474 
rhyme time! With a fresh batch of 
,·" \ I . 
It's 
-~:: ----~, 
GAlll\111• I c;O\.l.llOI 
Jill Oii !>1A1 
1111'11.1.1!1 ©_A:~DENTSI MAKE s25 
Cool Ghoul Do you like to ahirk work? Here'• some easy money-start 
't10GER HALSEY. · Sticklin1! We'll pay $25 for every Stickler we print-and for 
CORTLAND 5TATI TIAC:HIRS GOLLIGI hundred• more that never 1et used. Sticklers are simple 
l_::;:~~-------.. riddle• with two-word rhyming anawers. Both words must have the same number of syllables. (Don't do drawings.) 
Send your Sticklen with your name, address, c:olle1e and 
class to Happy.Joe-Lucky, Box 67A, Mount Vernon, N. Y. 
. ' 
Luckies Taste Better 
CLEANER 1 FRESHER 1 SMOOTHER I 
• 
WHAT'S THE LATEST thing in college · -
clothes? Packs of Luckies, naturally. So if 
you've got a pack in your pocket, you're 
right in style. That explains the answer to 
the Stickler-it~sDapper Wrapper! Luckies 
are always in good taste because they're 
made of fine tobacco-light, naturally 
good-tasting tobacco that's TOASTED 
to taste' even better. Got a pocket?'Stock it 
-with Luckies! You'll say they're the best-
tasting cigarette you ever smoked! 
I CIGARETTES 
to taste 
better I 
•A.T,C., ••ODVCT o• c1le~ .... c.r~ A11sa1c:A'• UADlllQ llAllUl'ACTV••• 01' C:IGAa&TT•I 
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Fifth President Guilled Xavier Througli 
Darkest Period, Anti-Catholic Era In Citv 
., 
The fif>th President of Xav- · degree that the boarding school lege and bringing it into un-
ier University was a man of had to be discontinued. With the pleasant publicity. 
remarkable strength of char- appearance of so few day stu- Following this calamity which 
acter, particularly gifted by dents at the fall opening in 1854, soon passed, came the dark clouds 
it seemed as though the progress of Civil War, seriously retarding 
Providence for this work that that had gone before was to count payment on the new church, be-
was to tax his endurance to the for naught. It was like having to sides decreasing the attendance 
limit, a man of winning person- make an entirely new start. But considerably. The Federal lottery, 
aHty but of deep devotion and the strenuous efforts of Father drafting four members of the 
particular rev e r enc e to the Boudreaux in obtaining local aid faculty into the army, further 
Blessed Sacrament, the man who for the college started it an a complicated matters. However, 
guided the institution from 1853 fresh career of. prosperity. they were soon excused from 
to 1856 through the darkest period New Cathedral . service. 
of Xavier's history-Reverend The work was continued by the Ne~ School Needed 
Isidore J. Boudreaux, S.J. The Reverend Maurice Oakley, S.J., As the seventh Rector of the 
three years of his regime were in September, 1856. Beginning College, the Reverend John 
marked with bitter outbreaks of with a thorough renovation of Schultz, S.J., succeeded Father 
persecution against, the Catholics the buildings, Father Oakley pro- Oakley in 1862. Father Schultz 
in the city, mounting to armed ceeded to erect a new cathedral. saw at once the need of a new 
violence. · While the old church was being school building; the old, appear-
property of the growing institu. 
tion seemed ta warrant. A lot 
extending 100 feet on Sycamore 
street and 160 feet on Seventh 
street was bought for $18,500 and 
was rented until the new build-
ing could be erected. 
Dedication 
The structure was begun in 
1867 by Father Schultz's immedi-
ate successor, Reverend Walter 
H. Hill, and was known as the 
Hill building. Costing a total of 
more than $200,000, this build-
ing, a handsome piece of archi-
tecture, was an object 'of civic 
PAGE SEVEN 
PIANIST AT 
CONCERT 
The students no longer attend- torn down, an unfortunate acci- ing so dark and dingy beside the 
ed in such numbers; the attend- dent occurred, throwing a unde- new cathedral, was more of an 
ance fell off to such an alarming sirable reflection upon the col- eyesore by the contrast than the 
' pride and a showplace in the 
city. Of heavy stone facings, 
fronted by a massive stone en-
trance, of thick walls and solid 
oak interior finish, it is every 
bit as firm today as on the day 
it was completed, its beauty 
marred only by its thick coating 
of "Cincinnati soot." The dedica-
tion of this faculty building on 
June 25, 1868, was an important 
(Continued on Page 8) 
Peter Paul Loyanich will per-
form with the Cincinnati Sym-
phony at the Anniversary Concert . 
• 
• 
IULIE ANDREWS says: 
"Yerily, a Professor 'Igg1its 
among magazines/"· 
JuliE: Andrews, twenty-one·year-old British girl, plays Eliza 
Doolittle in the sensationaLBroadway success "My Fair Lady" 
-a musical adaptation of George Bernard Shaw's "Pygmalion." 
Q. Miss Andrews, had you ever been away from your family before you 
arrived in this country two years ago? 
A. Neuer, and I still become dreadfully homesick. 1But I do talk with them 
seueral times a week. 
Q.By phone? 
A. No-by phonograph. We talk into recording machines, and airmail the 
records. They are so clear I can even hear my brothers arguing in the back· 
ground about whose turn is next. It is as if we were all in one room. 
Q. You never exchange the usual kind of letter? 
A. Very seldom, I'm afraid. But we pos1 back and forth bits of pa1·ticular 
interest-like newspaper reuiews, and favorite articles from The Reader's 
Digest. 
Q. Just the Digest? 
A. Oh, no, there are others sometimes-but the Digest is our magazine.· 
Mummy and Daddy haue always read it, and I began when I was twelve, 
playing music halls. I had to miss school, and my teaching governess went 
through every issue with me on the run. It was part of my lessons. 
Q. DO' you still read it on the run? 
A. Oh, yes-waiting for assignments, waiting for buses, even waiting for 
curtain cues. I hope I never have to be without it. When I wish to be 
amused, the Digest amuses me; and when I need to be scolded or instructed, 
I can always find an article that talks to me like-
Q. Like a Dutch uncle? 
A. No, much more delightfully-more like Professor' lggins in "My Fair 
Lady" showing a new world to Eliza Doolittle . 
. 1 
In November Reader's Digest don't miss: 
CONDENSATION FROM FORTHCOMING 
BOOK: "THE ONE THAT GOT AWAY." The 
all but incredible story of Nazi fighter 
pilot Franz von Werra-how he broke 
out of a British prison camp, auda-
ciously attempted to steal a plane , • , 
and finally did escape, 
REBELLION AT POZNAN. Here are eye-
witness accounts of the June uprisings 
that may be a preview of the eventual 
end of the Communist empire. · 
TWO-EDGED DAGGER OF YUSOF HUSSEIN, 
Eerie experiences of a British officer in 
the Red-infested jungles of Malaya. 
THE ANDREA DORIA'S UNTOLD STORY. 
Heart-rending drama of Dr. Peterson's 
futile 5-hour struggle to save his wife 
-pinned underwreckagein theirstate-
room - as the giant liner slowly sank, 
ARE YOU A BORE? I. A. R. Wylie shows 
ways we unwittingly bore others, and 
how to make yourself more interesting. 
WHY THERE CANNOT BE ANOTHER WAR. 
Pulitzer Prize-winner William L. Lau-
rence tells why, in Lhe awesome light of 
anexplodingH-bomb,one thingstnnds 
clear: thermonuclem· war nieuns cer-
tain suicide to the aggressor. 
eaderS Digest 
Its popularity and influence are world-wide 
• 
\ 
• 
.,,.,.., 
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Scholarly Participants · 
Garner Many Praises 
Saint's Name A 
Must In :flaptis1n 
Of Catbolic Cbilcl 
UNION CITY, N.J.-A Roman 
Catholic priest baptizing an 
infant must insist upon a saint's 
name for the child, Rev. Aloysius 
McDonough, C.P., Passionist 
theologion, declares in the No-
vember issue of The Sign, 
national Catholic magazine pub-
lished here. 
By Wayne Felar 
Anyone who attended the 
Defense of Sophocles at the 
Gibson Hotel two weeks ago 
knows what a fine job was 
done by the four Xavier stu-
dents who participated - Ed 
Menes, John HPffernan, Andy 
Guschwan, and John Pennington. 
This quartet of Greek scholars 
proved their knowledge of Soph-
oclean tragedy dramatically by 
answering all but a few of the 
examiners' probing questions. 
The delegates of the Ohio Clas-
sical Conference present at the 
Defense expressed to Dr. Paul 
W. Harkins, associate professor 
of classical languages, their ap-
proval and admiration of the 
boys' performance. Such a schol-
arly program, recommended in 
St. Ignatius' Ratio Studiorum, is 
seldom staged in these modern 
days. The Sophocles Defense was 
a credit both to the Greek stu-
dents and to the Xavier Honors 
Course. 
Dr. Harkins has announced that 
members of the Classical Associ-
ation of Greater Cleveland, many 
of whom were unable to attend 
the recent convention heI'e in 
Cincinnati, have invited the four 
Xavier men to present the De- 1 
fense in Cleveland before a dif-
ferent board of examiners. Prob-
able date for the Cleveland De-
fense is sometime in January. 
Dr. Harkins pointed out that 
the date chosen may conflict with 
semester exams, in which case 
the invitation would have to be 
declined. In any event, the Cleve-
land invitation is an indication 
of how well the Defense was re-
ceived by classical teachers in 
Ohio. 
Vets Meet; Plan 
Future Activities 
The Vet's club will meet Sun-
day at 2: 00 p.m. in North Hall. 
Two items of new business 
definitely will be discussed. The 
group retreat, which was well 
attended last · year, will be 
planned. The intramural basket-
ball team also will be organized. 
Any veteran who wants to 
participate in either of these 
club activities will be welcome 
to do so. Past attendance at 
meetings is not required for 
participation. 
Comments 
(Continued from Page 2) 
time since 1900 that a Republi-
can has been elected two times 
. . . . . Also, if President Eisen-
hower lives out his term, he will 
be the first Chief Executive 
since the time of Ulysses Grant 
that a Rep. has served ei!:'tht 
years ..... 
So, another Pre'sidential race 
is a part of history. In the next 
few weeks there will be a great 
deal of speculation as to Steven-
son's loss. There are no doubt 
numerous reasons for the over-
whelming defeat. We will exam-
ine a few of these next week. 
Well, that ends the situation in 
Washington for, another four 
years ..... What's next? For 
one thing, Grace Kelly is due to 
have her baby. 
Well Qualified 
Politician: "My boy says he 
would like a job in your depart-
ment." 
Official: "What can he do?" 
Politician: "Nothing." 
Offic:ial: "That simplifies it. 
Then we won't have to break 
him in." 
Dr. Harkins 
Bishop Wright To 
Address Students 
Bishop John J. Wright of 
Worchester, Mass., lecturer and 
author, will be the final speaker 
in the Xavier University Fall 
Forum lecture series, Monday, 
Nov. 12 at 8: 15 p.m. in the 
Xavier University Armory. Bis-
hop Wright will also address· a 
student body convocation , the 
same day at 1:30 p.m. He will 
speak on the topic, "The Intel-
lectual Vocation." 
Consecrated a bishop in 1947, 
he served as auxiliary bishop of 
Boston, Mass., until he was 
named first bishop of the dio-
cese of Worcester in 1950. 
Episcopal director of the Lay 
Retreat Movement in the United 
States, he is the author of 
"National Patriotism in Papal 
Teachings" .and "The Pope and 
the War." 
He was graduated from Boston 
College in 1931 and entered St. 
John's Seminary, Boston, the 
following year. He was ordained 
to the priesthood in 1935. He 
holds a doctorate in sacred 
theology from the Gregorian 
University in Rome. He has also 
received honorary degrees from 
Boston College, Holy Cross Col-
lege, Loyola University, Chicago, 
Fordham University, and St. 
John's University. 
Bishop Wright is a fellow in 
the American Academy of Arts 
and Sciences and is a Chevalier 
of the Legion of Honor of France. 
Literati Sought 
Any student· interested in 
serving on The Athenaeum staff 
may attend. the weekly · staff 
meeting at · 1: 30 p.m., Mondays, 
in room 45, Albflrs Hall. Articles 
to be considered for publication 
in The Athenaeum should be 
submitted to Dr. William H. 
Willer, faculty moderator, at 
the faculty office in Science 
Hall, or at the switchboard in 
care of The Athenaeum. 
For Meals at Home ••• 
"This obligation is so strict,'' 
Father McDonough writes, "that, 
according to the Church Law, if 
parents refuse to co-operate, 
, the priest is to assign a saint's 
name in addition to the name 
preferred by the parents and 
then enter ·both names in the 
baptismal register." 
A Doctor of Sacred Theology 
and secretary of the Catholic 
Theological Society of America, 
Father McDonough makes his 
assertions in answering a ques-
tion sent in by a reader of the 
question-and-answer column he 
conducts -for The Sign. He cites 
Canon 761 of. the Catholic 
Church's Code of Canon Law as 
basis for his answer. 
"The custom of assigning the 
name of a heavenly patron,'' he 
says, "began in the fourth cen-
tury. At that time the· faithful 
were exhorted to choose the 
names of saintly personages · of 
the Old Testament or the names 
of the early Christian martyrs. 
The Roman Ritual outrules any 
names that savor of the ridicu-
lous or names that commemorate 
heathen deities or unholy hea-
then men or women." 
"It should be instinctive," he 
concludes, "to any religious-
minded parents, whether Catholic 
or non-Catholic, to enlist the 
interest and protection of a 
heavenly patron on the occasion 
of a christening. It is all well 
and good to name a child after 
an aunt or uncle or other rela-
tive, but there is more signifi-
cance than that to the choice of 
a baptismal name." 
WHEELS NAMED 
The newly-formed Ch~sterton 
Society has announced the list 
of officers selected for the aca-· 
demic year 1956-57. 
Stan Seifried is president; 
Ramon Gonzales is vice-presi-
dent; Denis Forster will serve 
as treasurer. Rev. Mark Finan, 
S.J., is the society's moderator. 
THE SHIRT 
LAUNDRY 
3~16 Montgomery Road 
EVANSTON 
A Few Blocks North 
Of The Dorms 
Bachelor Service 
Fluff Dry Bundles 
4 HOUR SERVICE 
For Lunches at Worlc or School • •• 
_;Ate.,./~.___.. 
HOMOGENIZED MILK 
(with Vitamin D) 
QUALITY v CHEKD 
la CREAM 
They can't be beat as Healthful Food \ 
and Refreshing Dessert I At your Favorite 
Food Store! For ttome Delivery call CHerry. 
1-5880, or ask yowr French-Bauer driver! 
~ _ / & I IETTEI DAIRY PIODUCTS SINC! IU2 
f'I*""""'~ I "It ooata no mare ta useJhe be.ti" 
Polio Vaccinations For· College 
.'Students Become Wide-spread 
A growing movement for 
campus vaccinations against polio 
in colleges and universities 
throughout the nation was re-
ported by the National Founda-
tion for Infantile Paralysis. 
Increasing numbers of aca-
demic institutions are providing 
Sak! vaccine for their students 
and young faculty members as 
part of an· over-all program 
aimed at increasing immuniza-
tion of the nation's most suscep-
tible individuals. 
Seventy-five of 136 colleges 
responding to letters from the 
National Foundation reported 
student vaccinations have been 
scheduled and 56 have already 
started the program. Their plans 
vary, but, in general, students 
and faculty members were being 
offered the vaccine for a nom-
inal charge as part of the health 
service of the institution. 
In many instances, young col-
lege emplciyees and their fam- . 
Hies are included; often prio'ri-
ties are given to young married 
couples among students, faculty 
or· employee groups witfi chil-
dren under five years of age. 
Among the colleges that al-
ready have inaugurated their 
vaccination programs are Har-
vard, Brown, Princeton and 
of Indiana, Kansas State College, 
University of Massachusetts, Uni-
versity of Minnesota, Univer-
sity of Rochester, University of 
North Carolina, University of 
Pennsylvania, University of 
South Dakota, and the Univer-
sity of Virginia. 
Perpetual Charter 
Secured By Fr. Hill 
(Continued from Page 7) 
occasion and celebrated with 
solemn services, attended by the 
Provincial of the Missouri Pro-
vince who blessed the structure, 
and five former presidents of the 
institution. 
Before Father Hill retired 
from his office in 1869, he was 
largely instrumental in having· 
the General Assembly of Ohio 
enact a bill granting the college 
a perpetual charter with the 
status of a university. Father 
Hill's energetic character, his 
fine abilities, and his kind, gen-
erous spirit made him preemin-
ently fitted for an important 
place in St. Louis, where, on his 
death, he was eulogized as "one· 
of the greatest priests this coun-
try ever produced." 
Have A Sliot' 
Yale Universities, Massachusetts The Xavier Health Service 
Institute of Technology, Univer- recently inaugurated a plan for 
sity of California, University of making polio shots available to 
Denver, University of Miami, Xavier students on a i'easonable 
University\ of Chicago, Univer- basis. 
I 
l 
You'll save to-nd often get there sooner-
IN GREYHOUND LOW-COST LUXURY 
on hundreds of trips llke th1111 
ONB·WAY ONE-WAY 
Chicago .............................. $7.15 Knoxville .......................... $8.70 
Indianapolis ..... .... .......... ... 2.90 , Somerset ............................ 3.90 
Cleveland .......................... 5.95 Chattanooga ...................... '1.30 
Columbus .......................... 2.90 Hazard ................................ 5.20 
Pittsburgh ................. ......... 7 .55 Detroit ......... ....................... 6.40 
New York ......... : ................ 17.15 Louisville .......................... 3.05 
St. Louis ............................ 7.75 Lima .................................... 3.80 
Washington ...................... 12.'15 Dayton ................................ 1.60 
Lexington .......................... 1.95 , Huntington ........................ 4.40 
Corbin ................................ 4.50 Charleston .......................... 5.'10 
Plus U.S. Tax 
Save an Extra 10% Each Way with a Round-Trip Ticket 
Greyhound Terminal 
5th & Sycamore St. 
Cincinnati 2, Ohio - PA 1·6000 
